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THE P2 LEVEL PILOT is designed for use in
postproduction and broadcast settings, and is
described as a ‘set and forget’ device that

ensures that a consistent spectral balance and
programme loudness is maintained at all stages of the
production process. This could be during format
copying, in transfer bays, audio-editing for video, or as
control over programme output in large, multiroom
facilities. Although it works very effectively as a digital
peak limiter, this is really only a small part of its
functionality, drawing as it does on TC’s experience in
designing processors, such as the ubiquitous Finalizer.

From the outset, it’s clear that the Level Pilot has
been designed very much with ‘audio rookie’ end
users in mind. The front panel simply offers an
indication of signal input and output on LED
bargraphs, additional bargraph displays that show
how hard the various processing stages are being
worked, and the usual LED indicators for sample rate,
clock error and whether digital or analogue inputs are
selected. Eight, large preset recall switches are also on
offer, and a bypass switch. All editing of the unit’s
parameters, including assigning presets to the front
panel recall buttons, is performed with the aid of a PC
running TC’s Icon software linked to the Level Pilot
with an RS232 cable.

This arrangement allows an administrator to set up
the unit and assign appropriate presets to the front
panel controls, without fear that an inexperienced user
will alter something. The clever part is that the presets
recall absolutely everything, including input source,
sample rate, again removing a significant margin for
error. If necessary, the administrator can further lock
down the unit so that bypass and preset recall are
disabled from the front panel unless a four-digit access
code is entered.

Anybody who has used the Icon remote for the
System 6000 or the Icon software for other TC
products will feel instantly at home with the user
interface of the supplied software, and it is here that
the building blocks of the Level Pilot are revealed.

The unit can operate in stereo or dual mono
configurations, and will accept digital (AES or SPDIF)
signals with sample rates up to 48kHz, or balanced
analogue inputs on XLR. Outputs from the device can
be similarly analogue or digital, with the digital output
capable of being dithered from the unit’s 48-bit
internal processing to values between 24 and 8 bits.

Input signals first go through a user-defined system
delay, the value of which can be displayed in frames
(24, 25 or 30fps) or milliseconds. The input signals
then have the option of passing through low and high
pass filters before entering what is effectively a very
sophisticated automatic gain control. At this point, it’s
worth mentioning that a system reference level can be
set, typically -18dBFS, but is completely user definable.
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The AGC, or loudness section, permits a target level
to be set in relation to this reference level. By a
combination of compression, expansion and gain
make-up, the AGC attempts to maintain this target
level. To make this process as transparent as possible,
several additional parameters can be modified.

Maximum amounts of gain addition or reduction
can be specified, as can a ‘freeze level’ which stops the
unit adding gain to low level signals or noise. Gain
correction can also be held for a specified time if the
signal drops below this level briefly. A signal window
can also be set around the target level, termed the
‘Slow Window’. Signals within this window will have
their gain very gently controlled, with more severe
control stepping in when levels move beyond this.
While you can make the AGC section pump with
extreme settings of these parameters, most of the time
it works very transparently, even with extremely low
input levels compared with target values.

Next in the signal chain is a 4-band parametric EQ.
The high and low bands can also be switched between
notch, parametric, shelving or cut filters (Butterworth
and Bessel types). The EQ is quite smooth, with just a
hint of digital graininess at times.

A multiband compressor section follows the EQ to
allow for dynamic spectral shaping. For the most part
this is familiar territory, especially for existing TC users,
but there are a couple of novel features. The first is a
defeat function, which allows a level to be specified
relative to the compressor threshold below which the
multiband section’s gain is defeated. The rate at which
this function is applied is also controllable, and this is
useful for ensuring that low-level signals are not
subject to any spectral shaping that may be
inappropriate for quiet passages.

The multiband section can also be switched to work
in what TC calls DXP mode. This is effectively a
multiband expander, and will lift up the level of specific
bands of frequencies when they drop below threshold.
With careful application, this can be used to lift
ambience in a music passage, or add presence and ‘air’
to speech. Using this mode in conjunction with the
defeat function ensures that this expansion does not
simply reveal very low-level detail or noise in the
programme material.

Finally, the signal passes through a peak limiter.
Unlike all of the other dynamics processing, the
threshold for this is relative to 0dBFS rather than the
defined reference level. Options exist for setting this to
act in a digital brickwall fashion, or by allowing soft-
clipping to occur at a level up to 3dB below threshold.
Some applications, particularly where perceived
loudness is the overriding issue, will benefit from this
ability to allow some controlled distortion of transients,
while others will prefer the lower distortion of the
brickwall option.

With all of these features, one criticism that could be
levelled (no pun intended) at the Level Pilot is that it
is trying to do too much. Indeed, the included presets
range from straightforward limiting to fairly
sophisticated mastering applications. It’s fair to say
that it performs extremely well at all of them, so there
is no suggestion that it is a jack of all trades and master
of none.

Having said that, while the price (UK£1995 + VAT)
puts it squarely at the professional end of the market,
it’s not unreasonable given the unit’s audio
performance. While some users might baulk at having
to use a software remote for editing, it could be seen as
a definite plus for the majority of the unit’s intended
applications. In any case, it’s a lot easier than
navigating around a fiddly LCD. ■

Performs very well and unobtrusively;
bags of flexibility in operation; excellent
‘anti-tamper’ options; easy to use by
unskilled operatives; clear and intuitive
software interface.

Needs to use an external PC to edit
parameters and set-up; lack of front-
panel control may be a disadvantage to
‘power users’; software editor is PC only.
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